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Watson was Introduced to Jeopardy! Audiences in Feb 2011
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Cognitive systems amplify human cognition.
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What is driving the need for Cognitive Computing? We were here in 2015 

@ 2.5 Exabytes/day
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What is Cognitive Computing?

• Cognitive systems are able to learn their behavior through education

• That support forms of expression that are more natural for human 

interaction

• Whose primary value is their expertise; and

• That continue to evolve as they experience new information, new 

scenarios, and new responses

… and does so at enormous scale. 
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The Watson Cognitive Computing Evolution

• 2011: Jeopardy … introduced a Factoid Pipeline for use with general domain knowledge

• 2012: 

– Watson Discovery Advisor … leverages the Factoid Pipeline around specific domains to ‘help find the 
questions you’re not thinking to ask’

– Healthcare … Utilization Management, Oncology Treatment Advisor, Clinical Trial Manager

• 2013: Watson Engagement Advisor … Introduced a Passage and then FAQ pipeline

• 2014: 

– Expanded Watson Discover Advisor … to include knowledge extraction and graph visualization

– Introduced Watson Explorer … combined with Watson Content Analytics 

– Watson Ecosystem … made the (WEA) Passage and FAQ pipeline available as a service

• 2015: Watson Developer Cloud … dramatically expanded the set of cognitive services and made 
them openly available on Bluemix

• 2016: Enhanced Human Engagement … focusing on emotion detection and expression, Robotics
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Watson Platform built on Bluemix

• Build your application using callable Watson 
Service APIs at ibm.com/bluemix

– AlchemyLanguage

– AlchemyVision

– AlchemyNews

– Concept Expansion

– Concept Insights

– Language Identification

– Language Translation

– Natural Language Classifier

– Personality Insights

– Relationship Extraction

– Speech to Text

– Text to Speech

– Tradeoff Analytics 

• Can be combined with the 100s of other 
available services on Bluemix
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Fluid
working with The North Face

Changing the on-line shopping 

experience
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Bright Minded

Changing how amateur and 

professional athletes train
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CogniToy 

Elemental 

Path

Elemental Path

Changing the child education 

experience
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Kellogg’s

Changing the breakfast experience
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Dialog
Why should Watson carry on a Conversation?

• Not everything is just a question

• Engage in personalized, context-aware 

interactions 

• Provide product suggestions and 

decision support 

• Perform tasks and make transactions

• Drive a user through a step-by-step 

process

• Connect with external systems 

• Show personality and have humanized 

interaction 

• Navigate users through websites and 

provide links 

• Provide interactive problem resolution

• Disambiguate inquiries
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Evolving Machine Learning Techniques with Deep Learning

• Learning representations of data by modeling high-level abstractions

• Uses model architectures with multiple layers of non-linear transforms

• Overcomes challenges of designing hand-crafted features for tasks

“cat”
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Tone Analyzer understands and helps fine tune 

your message

Uses psycholinguistics, emotion analysis and language 

analysis to assess Tone

Online Dating Profile

I'm a hard working adventurous, very talented man who's been caring and 
helpful throughout my life, I like to travel, play my guitar, dance, and cook, I 
love the beach, sailing my boat, and the outdoors. 

I raised two great kids and now I'm starting a new chapter in my life. 

Thanks.

What I’m doing with my life

Working toward a new goal, keeping fit, helping others, and traveling whenever 
i get a chance.

I’m really good at Listening, enjoying the moment, and many other things.

The six things I could never do without

Family, the ocean, intimacy, friends, adventure, music, love.

On a typical Friday night I am

Meeting with friends, listening to a band or playing my guitar, dancing or just 
staying home with someone special and enjoying each other.

You should message me if

You're looking for a relationship with someone that likes to sail his boat, ride 
bicycles, travel, swim, go to the beach, listen to music and enjoy everyday 
pleasures together.
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Emotional Analysis helps build empathetic systems

Uses state-of-the-art machine learning models and feature engineering 

techniques to predict emotion labels
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Personality Insights
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Watson Robotics
Empowering human-machine interaction

• Experiments on integrating Watson 

with Aldebaran NAO robots 

(http://www.aldebaran.com/en)

• Anthropomorphic animation

• Vocal/auditory interactions

• Responses augmented with 

anatomical gesturing to punctuate 

key points
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To achieve Cognitive Computing we need 

bigger, faster, cheaper compute power

• Using OpenPower, we have 

improved inferencing 

throughput 40x

• Using GPUs we have improved 

training time 8.5x 
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Other things that should get your 

attention this week

• Watson GPU and Robot demos, IBM Booth

• IBM Watson Developers Lab, Hilton Santa Clara Room

• OpenPower Summit talks of potential interest:

– IBM Research “Machine and Deep Learning on Power Systems” (Ruchir Puri)

– IBM Systems “Innovations in the areas of Machine Learning, Security, Video Analytics, Genomics, Big Data, and 

Image Processing” (Bruce Wile)

– IBM Systems “OpenPOWER and the Roadmap Ahead” (Brad McCredie)

• IBM talks @ GTC:

– IBM Research “S6280 - Accelerating Spark Workloads Using GPUs” (Rajesh Bordawekar)

– IBM Research “6211 - CuMF: Large-Scale Matrix Factorization on Just One Machine with GPUs” (Wei Tan)

– IBM Systems “S6825 - The OpenPOWER Foundation: Revolutionizing Data-Centric Transformation” (Sumit Gupta)

– IBM SoftLayer “S6543 - IBM Cloud Services (SoftLayer) Enables End-to-End HPC, Machine Learning, and Graphics 

Infrastructure in the Cloud” (Jerry Gutierrez)

– IBM Research “S6346 - Easy and High Performance GPU Programming for Java Programmers: (Kazuaki Ishizaki)

– IBM Research “S6513 - GPU Optimization of the Kripke Neutral-Particle Transport Mini-App” (David Applehans)



Two tracks to challenge and win:

1. The Open Road Test

– Port and optimize for OpenPOWER

– Go faster with accelerators (optional)

2. The Spark Rally

– Train an accelerated DNN and recognize objects with greater accuracy

– Show you can scale with Spark

Key Dates

Register today
openpower.devpost.com

Sun May 1st: 
Submission periods opens

Tue Aug 2nd: 
Submission period closes

Grand prizes include a trip to Supercomputing 2016
Other prizes include iPads, Apple Watches

Join the conversation at 

#OpenPOWERSummit

http://openpower.devpost.com/
http://ibm.biz/Summit2016SuperVessel
http://ibm.biz/Summit2016DeveloperChallengeBlog
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In 10 years, cognitive systems will be to computing what 

transaction processing is today

• Amplify human creativity

– Inspiring us to new alternatives to decision options

– Bringing the breadth of all human knowledge to the tip of our tongue

• Learn their behavior through formal and informal training processes

• Interact with humans on our terms – in the language of humans

• Demonstrate their expertise through trust and depth of character

• Evolve strategies of success – adapting to ever changing knowledge 

and understanding

• Establish transformative relationships between humans and machines  
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ibmwatson.com    facebook.com/ibmwatson    @ibmwatson


